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bubblebyte.org is pleased to present Angelo’s Game, a solo exhibition by Oregon Painting Society.
Oregon Painting Society is an art collective established in 2007 in Portland, Oregon.
The group practice is various and multidisciplinary, focusing on the production of interactive audiovisual
environments, recordings, and performances.
OPS is compelled by The Mystery to forge possible doorways into impossible worlds.
OPS uses transcendent creative collaboration as a method to create performances and different worlds as
well as goal for every project.
OPS has spent 2011 crafting a series of installations and performances under the title Angelo's Game.
Angelo’s Game is a world populated by beatniks and purple clowns summoning lake spirits at twilight.
Angelo’s Game has been exhibited widely and internationally transforming itself through time and space,
becoming different acts and ideas while constantly generating new visual proposals and experiences.
With a theatrical approach and a visual aesthetic that masters the digital performative language with
brilliant ability, OPS lead us to the discovery a new dimension of Angelo's game.
The fourth instalment proposed for bubblebyte.org will bring the Game into the netted-dimension,
warping and spreading Angelo's residue into hyper-shape translations.
Set up as a labyrinth composed of sounds and images, one page leads to the other in a sort of extravagant
auto-regenerating circle with no beginning and no end with infinite possibilities.
Oregon Painting Society, est. 2007
Portland, OR, USA
Members: Birch Cooper, Matt Carlson, Barbara Kinzle, Brenna Murphy, Jason Traeger
OPS work as art collective since 2007 exhibiting their sound and visual environments in the U.S. and
Internationally, recent solo shows include “Angelo’s Game”, Ditch Projects, Sprinfield, OR. “now you C
me, now you don’t/ joker N the deck”, AB Gallery, PSU, Portland, OR, 2011 they also recently have been
part of “No Soul For Sale”, Tate Modern, London, UK. 2010 “HexenHouse” and Portland 2010: Biennial
of Contemporary Art, Disjecta, Portland, OR.
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